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**Introduction**


**Box List**

**Box 1**

Correspondence
- Missouri Review and In-House
- General and Administrative
- Personal
- English 405 Course
- University
- Essay
- Garrett's Omnibus Review
- Dana Gioia
- Found Text
- Mark Miller: Breach of Contract
- Special Projects
- Prospects Material
- Greg Michaelson, Personal
- Managing Editor, Applications
- Distributor Information
- Faulkner Issue
- Mark Twain Issue
- War Diaries
- Business


**Box 2**

Manuscripts
- 1983
- 1987
- 1988

**Box 3**

Manuscripts
- 1989
- 1990
- 1991
- 1992

---
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Box 4
Manuscripts
   1993
   1994
Publicity and Promotional Materials
Financial Records/Grants/Missouri Review Trust

Box 5
Financial Records/Grants/Missouri Review Trust
Missouri Review Online

Box 6
Miscellaneous
   Unidentified Manuscripts
   Articles Copied from Missouri Review
   Editor's Book Award
   Peden Prize
   Ditta Poems
Submission Records (Card Files)
   Fiction, 1978-1983

Box 7
Submission Records
   Fiction, 1984-1987

Box 8
Submission Records
   Fiction, 1988-1992

Box 9
Submission Records
   Fiction, 1993-1995

Box 10
Submission Records
   Poetry, ca. 1983-1987